First speaker (Tyron Eckhorse):

My Hope for COP26 is change. Because I really do think that change is important with temperature rising, climates being lost and I really hope that with everyone getting together - and maybe with my involvement as well - all the schools in Scotland and Glasgow, people coming from different places that we can achieve change. Without change I’m genuinely worried about the future of our planet and what will happen. So yeah, overall, I really do hope change, for the good of course, and that’s pretty much it.

Second speaker (Brenna Gallacher):

Well, I’m hoping that young people like myself and the other students about today that their voices are heard and their ideas are actually took in and made an actual thing in the future, like with the T Shirts and that. That it hopefully kicks off and that sustainable clothing and circular brands are known and more people go for them rather than the same pattern and not changing their ways.

Third speaker (Ethan Culbert):

I’d like to see something happen. They’ve got all the world leaders there so come up with anything, get on with something.

Fourth speaker (Abbie Henderson):

I hope that it actually makes a difference and that things actually move on and change from the way the situation is the now. That people actually realise that there is a bigger issue and more people decide to go ‘yeah, I wanna make a change about it’ ‘yeah, I wanna be involved and make a difference’.